
Chairman’s report – January 13th 2022  
Welcome to 2022. I think we are all glad to put 2021 behind us and look forward to getting 
back to some sort of normality in 2022. Unfortunately the arrival of Omicron, brought 
disappointment and gave all of us a swift realisation that Covid-19 is by no means over but we 
are determined to resume normal life as soon as is possible not least because the majority of 
people are now fully vaccinated. Here’s hoping... 
 
It has been a quiet couple of months since our last meeting partly because of Christmas and 
the New Year although celebrations were mostly restrained. Unfortunately the Omicron 
infection has spread rapidly through our communities and so many projects that were 
beginning to show progress have suffered from staff sickness or isolation. We still wait for new 
road signage which we are promised before the end of April. Happily Falcon Housing is making 
progress on the refurbishment of the Portway playground. A report will be made during the 
meeting.  
 
A letter of complaint about the local police inaction against poor Hunt behaviour was sent and 
a response received which will be discussed during the meeting. Councillor Campbell will give 
an update on the proposed meeting with the hunt organisers. 
 
The Chairman will take part in a one day meeting on Carbon Literacy Training on January 17th. 
Councillor Copleston will also take part in the second session on January 25th. Somerset CC 
and the other  
 
Local Government re-organisation goes ahead, slowly, and the new unitary council will be in 
place in 2023. The Chairman will update on this within the meeting. The council elections have 
been brought forward to May 6th 2022 and the Parish Council has agreed to have their 
elections at the same time to avoid a very large bill. It will still be extremely expensive at 
£1500 unless the councillors are returned unopposed. In spite of the cost implications of this 
we nevertheless welcome new prospective councillors to apply!! Local Community Networks 
will be set up so that Parish and Town Councils can join together to take on services formally 
part of the main council. The financial and workload implications of this are considerable. 
Parish councillors are unpaid and are unlikely to be willing or able to take on extra hours of 
unpaid work to shore up the new Unitary Council when they cut back the workforce 
considerably in 2023. We need to plan ahead so that we can avoid (some) nasty surprises. 
With this in mind a group of Chairman from various local Parish Councils are meeting up 
shortly to share proposals. 
 
There will be a new recycling system coming into place in the Spring when considerably more 
plastics and tetra paks will be collected by Somerset Waste Partnership. We have been asked if 
anyone will ‘test drive’ the bags by filling them with recycling materials not currently collected. 
The sting in the tail is that these bags will not be emptied until the new system is in place 
(probably April). One imagines they will be overflowing long before then. 
 
The Chairman attended a meeting ‘Rewilding in Somerset’ which had some relevant 
information but some topics related to much larger Nature Reserves in the UK with only a 
small mention of the Steart Marshes project. The whole meeting is on UTube for those with a 
special interest. SCC has set aside various areas for rewilding on council owned land. A debate 
on the Holford Rewilding of Verges project is on the agenda. Since the UK left the EU the 
government’s plan is to switch farming subsidies from food production to grants for improving 
the natural environment. We wait see if or when this is implemented. 
 
I’m sure you are all aware that there will be a four day holiday in June to celebrate the 
Queen’s Platinum Jubilee. We will discuss how the Parish Council and all our Parishioners can 
contribute to this event.     Emma Cavendish  


